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In t rod u c t ions

Doug O’ Roark Boz Bell

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Doug O’Roark (he/him) serves as Executive Director of Math Circles of Chicago. Previously he directed the Secondary Math component of the UChicago Urban Teacher Education Program and was the founding teacher hired at Payton College Prep, the top-rated school in Illinois. He’s won a number of awards, most recently the 2020 Rosenthal Prize for Innovation and Inspiration in Math Teaching by the Museum of Mathematics. Boz Bell (he/him) has more than 20 years of experience in the technology sector. In his current capacity, he serves as HP’s Public Sector Account Executive for the states of Alabama and Georgia. Boz takes keen interest in the future of technology and is deeply concerned with the expanding digital divide and its impact on marginalized communities.  As such, he is a leader on initiatives to expand HP’s Digital Equity outreach efforts, the 2021 highlight of which was the creation of the first inaugural HBCU Technology Conference, presented by HP.  Our story: Boz Bell grew up in Chicago and in its northern suburbs.. From Kindergarten to 2nd grade he attended Newberry Math and Science Academy, which sparked his initial interest in mathematics and science. As he grew older, he changed schools often, and this interest was not gone, but it was certainly unnourished in the following years. In 1993 he transferred back to Chicago, to yet another school, Lincoln Park HS, where he was placed in Doug’s Calculus class. This chance meeting and the subsequent classroom experience fanned the embers that simmered under years of disinterested math instruction and a pedagogy that focused more on getting kids through than exploration, thinking, and real learning.Doug and Boz stayed connected through the years, and when Boz found out Doug was directing a math enrichment program in Chicago that was working to maintain and develop ALL students interest in math he was reminded of his own personal history. He connected Doug to HP’s digital equity work and helped support Math Circles of Chicago’s expansion over the last three years.
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All Chicago, Every Kid, Amazing Math

Math is Foundational for STEM…and More

Calculus Multi-Variable 
Calculus

Differential 
Equations

Statistics Discrete 
Math

Advanced Algebra 
and Pre-Calculus

The University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign is the flagship university of our state 
and is nationally known for its engineering program

At the University of Illinois, to major in Physics, Engineering, Science or Computer 
Science you need a collection of skills

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
It’s clear that math is a core subject for STEM. Students persistence in math is essential to diversifying STEM pathways.



All Chicago, Every Kid, Amazing Math

Looking at Chicago Today

CPS 11th & 12th

Grade Student 
Population
(~53,000)

Students Taking 
AP Calculus

AB Exam
(2,228)

CPS Students taking AP Calculus 
are not representative of the 

overall CPS student population

Source: Chicago Public Schools, Department of STEM

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We can look at many STEM pathways and see that there is work to be done, and a need for new ideas.



All Chicago, Every Kid, Amazing Math

Alternatives to Address the Shortcoming

Pay for Tutoring 
and Remediation?

Enrichment Programs in 
“STE” but not the “M”?

Math 
Competitions?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
“Many young children hold positive views of mathematics until around 4th grade, following which their negative views and avoidance behaviors begin to grow”.* Students need support to stay on math pathways starting at this age. To date typical approaches have involved tutoring, STEM clubs that focus on technology, and math competitions. These have their place, but often do not address the core issue for all students--how do we help the majority of students stay interested in math?* Tutoring can send a deficit message--you need special help to keep up. It may help keep students on track to some extent, but it may not help students build a healthy math identity.* STEM clubs have great value, but may not build an interest in math itself. These are certainly necessary, but not sufficient. * Math competitions fail the ‘all’ test. The ‘top’ students get more engaged; less successful students may get the message that math is not for them.* Historically in the Black community, the concept of a circle is aligned with our conception of how we can create a spice that’s inviting to a wider audience. Math circles is aligned with this conception of including all members of a community…* “Math Circles: A Tool for Promoting Engagement among Middle School Minority Males,” Kennedy & Smolinsky, Eurasia Journal of Mathmeatics, Science & Technology Education, 2016



Guiding Questions:

What are the essential elements of  
a program that will have real 
impact in diversifying STEM 
pathways? How can the 
engineering community engage in 
this work?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
A provisional answer to the first question. We need high quality OST math programs that can reach the widest possible group of students, and that are timely--that are available to children right at the point where they might lose interest in math.



Wha t  is  a  m a t h  
c irc le ?

01.B

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Math circles are out of school time (OST) programs where children engage in investigatory math that enhance students’ ability to problem solve and make mathematical connections. Math in school is often experienced in discrete lessons that emphasize procedural learning. Math circles show how connected different branches of math can be.



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The Triangle Game is a sample math circle task. This particular task is highly accessible--almost any child can dive in and try something (try something is the most important heuristic in our view; this is typically followed by, ‘Try something else’). It allows us to get ALL students engaged, and a flexible task like this can provide appropriate cognitive demand for children at different levels of preparation.



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
While this task is very ‘low floor’ (accessible), it’s deceptively simple. Many questions emerge as students engage in this task:* What sums are possible?* What sums are impossible?* What are all of the solutions? How do I know I’ve found all of the solutions? Can I prove it?* If two solutions are congruent (related by a rigid motion), are they different? For example, solutions might be related by a rotation or reflection, or a composition of these transformations.



All Chicago, Every Kid, Amazing Math

Equipping Kids to Participate in STEM Fields

▪ Symmetry

▪ Transformational Geometry

▪ Parity

▪ Reasoning & Logic

▪ Algebra/Abstract Algebra/Group Theory

▪ Extensions & Conjectures

▪ Accessible & Foundational

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
While initially the triangle game appears to be a simple problem of arithmetic, connections to geometry and rigid motions immediately emerge. More broadly, opportunities to engage in deep mathematical thinking--problem solving, conjecturing, proof, generalizations, extensions, connection--are promoted in a way that’s rare in school mathematics classrooms, and encourage the kind of problem solving, lateral thinking, and critical analysis essential for preparing students for more advanced course work and careers in STEM. 



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Math circle tasks promote student enjoyment and identification with math. When a student makes a conjecture, they ‘own it’. We know that students become most engaged in engineering when they have agency and creative license. Students can start experiencing this agency in math spaces at an early age, but without programs like math circles they might never have such an experience at all.High quality math circle tasks with low floors and high ceiling both give access to students who are often underserved by math programs, while providing opportunities to go deep. 



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Well trained teachers are an important element of a high quality math circle. One example of a power teaching practice is demonstrated here with an anticipatory chart. Teachers can predict routes students might take, think in advance about how to respond to student thinking in real time, and prepare wrap up conversations grounded in student thinking (not teacher explanations!) When we speak about student agency, we mean more than simply engaging students in active learning. We mean that that students should be thinking about their own thinking (metacognition) and other students’ thinking (critiquing). Teachers must learn to facilitate this kind of engagement, which is more challenging than mere instruction. 
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What are the 
Math Circles of 
Chicago?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The Math Circles of Chicago are:A community of 1,000 children from all over the city, participating in free math enrichment programs. A community of 100 teachers, who identify as middle school and high school teachers, professors, graduate students, undergraduates, and high school students.A program that has 5 levels, serving children in grades 5-12, in person and online, in Saturday ‘Hubs’, 30 after school programs, in community centers, homeless shelters, and within other sister STEM programs.A platform for math enrichment including math circles during the academic year and in summer camps, in QED: Chicago’s Youth Math Symposium each December, and in a large Julia Robinson Math Festival each June.In sum, MC2 is an attempt to create a large scale OST math program that truly diversifies STEM pathways in Chicago. It’s also a model that could be replicated.[Image: A student in one of MC2’s summer programs showing her thinking on the “Jumping Frogs” problem.]



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The key word in our mission is the word all. MC2 is not a program for gifted students alone. Our core values include:Math should be fun and empowering.All students can do math.Every child deserves access to these experiences.Students should be agents of their own learning.Math should be a collaborative activity."One of the former Math Circle students asked me today if we were going to have Math Circles this year. When I said that I was hoping to start it, she said 'Yes!' enthusiastically. This student cried anxiously about an upcoming division unit last year and was reluctant to speak in math class at the beginning of fifth grade. Thank you all for helping me provide my students with opportunities to find joy and develop confidence in math." -An MC2 Afterschool TeacherOur mission and core values are highly tied to the question, “What are the essential elements of an a program that will have real impact in diversifying pathways to long term STEM engagement?” These are aspects of what we think the core aspects of an impactful organization in STEM Pathways needs to be. 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
MC2 is a program based in research based design principles which have led to significant results in scale, diversity, and impact. 



Ma t h  Circ le
Re se a rc h

“To put this result in terms of the “average” 
participant and non-participant, our findings 
suggest that if Kim is a long-term regular 
Math Circle participant, then she is more 
likely to increase how much she wants to do 
well at math for both intrinsic (attainment) 
and extrinsic (utility) reasons, and that this 
effect may accumulate over time. In 
contrast, non-participants are likely to 
slightly decrease over time in wanting to do 
well in math, and this effect may also 
accumulate over time.”

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Remember Boz’s story. He ultimately maintained his interest in math, but he also has regrets about his math education. The passion that was developed until 2nd grade--if that were maintained, expanded upon, allowed to ‘accumulate’, the impact of such support would have been vital. “Exploring the effects of four years of a math circle on middle school and high school mathematical task value”, Wiegers, Lai, White (2016)



Ma t h  Circ le  a nd
OST Im p a c t

“Participating students reported increases in their interests in mathematics, their 
confidence in their ability to tackle mathematics  problems , and in their enjoyment of 
mathematics .”

--Math Circles : A Tool for Promoting Engagement Among Middle School Minority Males

“Our overall conclusion is that OST programs are generally effective at producing the 
primary outcomes that would be expected based on their content and design.”

--The Value of Out-of-School Time Programs

Researchers found that those who attended a five-to-six-week summer program for 20 or 
more days in 2013 did better on state math tests than similar students in the control group. 
This advantage was statistically significant and lasted through the following school year. 
The results are even more striking for high attenders in 2014: They outperformed control 
group students in both math and English Language Arts (ELA), on fall tests and later, in the 
spring. The advantage after the second summer was equivalent to 20-25 percent of a 
year’s learning in math and ELA.

--Learning from Summer: Effects of Voluntary Summer Learning Programs on Low-Income 
Urban Youth

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The first study here also mentioned another interesting point--that the students who participated in the math circle question opted in but were not selected; nevertheless, the math circle had an impact on their math identity. Other students and teachers saw them as ‘the math circle students’. We think this impact on identity is essential and perhaps easy to overlook.The OST research found 19.4 million US youth were  not currently in OST programs but would like to be; high income families spent 7 times more on academic enrichment than less affluent families. Both this study and the Summer study indicated long term engagement was important.“Math Circles: A Tool for Promoting Engagement among Middle School Minority Males,” Kennedy & Smolinsky, Eurasia Journal of Mathmeatics, Science & Technology Education, 2016“The Value of Out-of-School Time Programs”, McCombs, Whitaker, & Yoo, RAND Corporation, 2017“Learning from Summer: Effects of Voluntary Summer Learning Programs on Low-Income Urban Youth,” Augustine, McCombs, et. al., RAND Corporation, 2016



MC2 Da t a : Ge t t ing  t o  Sc a le

FY22 was the  
2021-2022 school 
ye ar--las t ye ar.

FY23 & FY24 are  
p roje c tions

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
At the end of FY20 and in the FY21 (2020-21) school year, MC2 grew slightly despite the fact that all of our sessions moved online due to Covid-19. In FY22 (last school year), MC2 reached 1,000 students for the first time, and is on track to reaching 1,500 students this year.



Ge t t ing  t o  Sc a le : Va rying  Form a t s

FY22 was the  2021-2022 
school ye ar
FY23 & FY24 are  
p roje c tions

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Our accelerating growth reflects our willingness to deliver our programming in a variety of formats.Hubs are programs open to students from any school.Box are our afterschool programs (where only children from the school in question attend); during the current school year (FY23) MC2 has expanded to more than 30 schools.In 2022 our summer program grew to 400 students, more than doubling in size, through offering Hub and Box style camps. The Other category includes Community Centers, Homeless Shelters, and programs within sister STEM programs.We’ve particularly focused on increasing our number of after school/Box programs. HP was influential in providing support here. These programs allow us (much more than Hubs) to target children in Chicago’s most underserved communities. HP supported MC2 in opening programs in 15 schools in 2022-23 in majority Black schools on Chicago’s south and west sides that had previously been devoid of math enrichment programs.



An a b b re via t e d  
REPORT CARD

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
MC2 collects extensive survey data from our students, teachers, and parents, and captures a variety of demographic data. A few highlights:We have an overall 96% satisfaction rate from participating students.100% of our teachers returned from the previous year; over time this number is generally in the 85% to 100%, but almost all teachers who left MC2 were graduate students who left Chicago.Our retention rate for students is 75%. 63% of our students are from Low Income Families (up from 37% just 3 years ago); 66% are Black or brown; 48% are girls. It’s important to understand that in a highly segregated city like Chicago, there are strong correlations between race and income. Within our own program, the proportion of students who are Low Income and Black or Brown has increased with our increased focus on adding after school programs, which are concentrated in Lower Income communities of color, where the opportunity gap* is most pronounced. Within these programs, for example, virtually all students were from Low Income families, 23% were Latina, 20% Latino, 31% were Black girls, and 15% were Black boys. * We purposely use the phrase ‘opportunity gap’, rather than ‘achievement gap’, as explained in the work of Gloria Ladson-Billings, among others.[Image: Vidhi S. was a high school student who participated in Math Circles of Chicago programming; she is now a sophomore at Purdue University who regularly teaches online math circles for MC2 throughout the school year.]



Qu ot e s  & Te s t im on ia ls

○ MC2 Parent: “My daughter used to love math….
○ MC2 Parent: “My child has so much fun in Math 

Circles that he asked me after todays session to 
PLEASE Sign him up [for summer]!”

○ Students: 
■ “I like the new problems and puzzles I never 

knew math had.” 
■ “They teach us things that we don’t often learn 

at school. It’s not normal math like equations, 
it’s word problems that involve different 
thinking.”

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
“My daughter used to love math and was highly/profoundly gifted in the subject. “I’m a math girl!” she’d proudly declare. Then in 4th grade she ended up with a teacher that was “developing”. She would come home crying, “He’s ruining math!” Since the school was trying to find a “fit” for the teacher they moved him up twice. She had this teacher 3 years and ended up hating math. So much busy work way below her skill level. We switched schools and started math circles. She’s a math girl again! She couldn’t be happier. What kid enjoys going to a math class on a weekend? Mine! Math circles makes math a fun and engaging challenge. Thank you!”
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HP’s  Im p a c t
○ MC2 Growth
○ Free and Local
○ Experiments & Iteration

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
To serve 1,000 students and beyond, support and advice from HP has had a major impact on MC2:Financially, HP specifically supports programs on Chicago’s south and west sides that serve under-resourced neighborhoods serving majority Black children. This has been the key factor to increasing the proportion of MC2’s students to 63%. This year HP is supporting 15 after school programs in these neighborhoods. HP is stepping up and meeting the need to provide a high-quality free math enrichment option where there wasn’t one before; access comes not only from the fact that the programs are free, but they are meeting kids where they are, in their own schools and communities.HP also supports MC2 taking an iterative, experimental approach with new ideas. These include:* Running mini-math festivals at individual schools (modeled on MC2’s large annual Julia Robinson Math Festival which attracts 300+ participants annually).* Developing 10 new “Bridge Activity Plans” that give our after school teachers more choice in activities they lead, with more options for students who need a ‘bridge’ between to typical 5th/6th grade math circle plans for children who have little to no experience with math enrichment. * Support for expanding access to online programming in rural areas in southern states.* Providing seed funding for the Math Circles of Houston, which launched a Hub at Rice University this year along with 5 after school programs. HP is leveraging MC2’s work--it’s development of over 200 activity plans at 5 program levels, its model for teacher support, along with other resources like teacher workshop plans.[Image: Map of MC2 locations across Chicago]



Gu id ing
Qu e s t ion  
Re vis it e d



Guiding Questions:

What are the essential elements of 
an impactful, large scale math 
enrichment program? How can the 
engineering community engage in 
this work?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We believe large scale impactful math enrichment programs should: Serve children starting in early middle school and provide opportunities to participate for several years; be financially and geographically accessible; use tasks that are low floor/high ceiling and that encouraging the development of transferable problem solving skills; be social, collaborative, and fun; take teacher development seriously; etc.! Most organizations within the engineering community lack the full-time resources, expertise, or bandwidth necessary to facilitate turn key math enrichment programming for students in under-resourced communities.  Partnership are a natural means of extending the reach and multiplying the impact of these organizations as they seek to widen the path to STEM majors and careers for diverse students and candidates.  But even before that, what’s needed is commitment from the highest levels within the engineering community that their organizations will be a change agents in this way.  Declaring as part of the organization's, the communities’ values that diversifying STEM pathways is a priority, and then setting performance metrics that include these kinds of soft targets, are what really drive organizational participation and engagement with the math enrichment agencies that engage in this kind of work on a daily basis. 



CREDITS: This  p re se nta tion te m p la te  was 
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Wha t ’s  in  
you r c irc le ?

d oug@m athc irc le sofchicago.org
boz.be ll@hp .com

Please keep this slide for attribution

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We encourage audience members to get involved. Reach out to us to learn more; to get support in launching/supporting math circles in your own community; finding resources to support this work (ideas for activities, student and teacher recruitment, family nights, etc.)[Image: Student work from an MC2 summer camp, showing students’ attempts to create new variations/extensions of tic-tac-toe.]

http://bit.ly/2Tynxth
http://bit.ly/2TyoMsr
http://bit.ly/2TtBDfr
mailto:doug@mathcirclesofchicago.org
mailto:boz.bell@hp.com
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